5 Power Tips To Ignite power2give Projects
CAST (Carolina Actors Studio Theatre) in Charlotte, NC, has raised over $68,000 with 29 power2give projects. Crystal
Dempsey, a PR/marketing consultant, shares some of the theatre’s secrets to power2give success.
1. Projects should reflect the organization's voice and mission
CAST produces new works and lessfamiliar works by famous playwrights. For CAST, 99 times out of 100, the power2give
copy is a little edgier and uses a dark sense of humor.
● Find someone  or a few “someones  who know the organization’s voice and get their help with copywriting. This
may not be one of the usual suspects such as development staffer or grant writer.
● Make the projectwriting process as painless as possible. Beer and wine help. So does chocolate. And salted
caramel brownies.
● Keep copy as concise as possible. Make every word count.
● Use "found" video on YouTube as long as it is in public domain. The vacuum project used Cat on a Roomba video.
A project to pay musicians for the production of ASSASSINS used video of the “worst middle school band ever.”
● Have someone read behind you and check your math. Always.

2. Be specific when it comes to the ask and the amount
CAST has had great success with very focused projects: Costumes for "Elemeno Pea," Saw for the shop; Vacuum cleaner;
Chicken Suit for "Miss Witherspoon," Props for "Judas Iscariot." People respond to specifics, especially if they have a
passion around the "ask." CAST does a mix of funding amounts. A potential donor might get turned off if they see five
projects all seeking $5K. Also, a specific project may appeal to an individual’s passions… examples: fashion to power tools.
3. If you're going for a "big" ask, "community" can be a win.
When CAST asks for larger sums, the projects usually contain an element of community outreach or offer the donor a real
sense of being in a community of people who are passionate about a production or a cause. Examples: ”Play It Forward”
performances (CAST’s free or discounted ticketing for nonprofits and colleges) and “Be a Producer of ANGELS IN
AMERICA.”

4. Get your "crowd" engaged in "crowdfunding"
Educate your organizations from board members to volunteers on how they can help spread the word. Using Michael
Kaiser's* suggestion about sports fans and their sense of pride/ownership, get your folks to become fans and cheerleaders.
● Create a tip sheet with suggested posts, hashtags, photos, videos, graphics, etc.
● Show folks how to "share” from power2give.org; email; social media.
● Encourage your fan/cheerleader to communicate the "ask" in the way he/she is most comfortable... whether it's
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Vine, Google+, WhatsApp, email, blog/tumblr post, email signature, text
message, phone call, or MySpace.
● Go outside the immediate fan base… and find influencers who might become fans and ask them to see a show.
Then talk to them about power2give. This may yield a blog post, a Facebook post or Tweet from the influencer.
(*Kaiser is president of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts; highly recommend his books and blog.)
5. Create a schedule
Sounds like a no brainer but it's not... this piece can be forgotten especially if there are 50 million other tasks to be done.
Set a schedule for external communications (organizational emails, social media channels) and one for internal
communications. If the project is 90 days, plan at least 1215 external pushes and 810 internal pushes. Revisit
external/internal gameplan biweekly. Set calendar reminders in advance.
Got a question or want more info? Email Crystal Dempsey: Crystal@TeamFTH.com.

